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ABSTRACT
Videos become prevalent for storytellers to inspire viewers’ inter-
ests. To further enhance narrations, visualizations are integrated
into videos to present data-driven insights. However, manually
crafting such data-driven videos is difficult and time-consuming.
Thus, we present SmartShots, a system that facilitates the automatic
integration of in-video visualizations. Specifically, we propose a
computational framework that integrates non-verbal video clips,
images, a melody, and a data table to create a video with data vi-
sualizations embedded. The system automatically translates the
multi-media material into shots and then combines the shots into
a compelling video. In addition, we develop a set of post-editing
interactions to incorporate users’ design knowledge and help them
re-edit the automatically-generated videos.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→ Visualization systems and tools;
• Information systems → Multimedia information systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Videos are effective means for attracting audiences due to the en-
gaging and narrative features, which are adopted in various dis-
ciplines, such as journalism [9] and education [5]. To achieve a
highly engaging narration, visualization, as an effective method
for communicating insights [8] and telling stories [6, 7], has been
employed to enrich videos with data. However, creating videos
with data visualizations embedded (VDE for short) is not an easy
task, which requires considerable efforts to balance embedded data
visualizations and video contents. To ease the difficulty of produc-
ing VDE, we plan to develop a novel system that facilitates the
automatic integration of data visualizations.

To develop such a system, we investigate recent studies [3, 10]
that are related to the design of VDE. Amini et al. [2] first introduced
data videos and then developed DataClips [3] that can help users
combine data-driven motion graphics into a complete data video.
However, DataClips is not applicable for producing VDE because
it focuses on data visualizations while ignoring both video and
audio content. To produce VDE, a designer must consider various
design factors like aesthetic layouts, appropriate duration, and
effective visualizations. To explore such a complex design space,
Tang et al. [10] proposed a series of design guidelines on embedding
animated data visualizations into short-form videos. However, how
to develop a system that can facilitate the automatic generation of
VDE remains an open issue.

In this work, we propose SmartShots, a novel video generation
system for producing VDE from automatically assembling multi-
media content. SmartShots translates the input data tables, video
clips, and images into shots that refer to video pieces and then
matches the shots with the input non-verbal music to automate the
composition of source materials. Specifically, we determine the du-
ration of video shots to ensure that shot transitions canmatchmusic
rhythm, which is formulated as a dynamic programming problem.
To support the automatic embedding of data visualizations, we em-
ploy a novel optimization model that targets optimizing embedded
layouts according to the five aesthetic principles, namely, balance,
alignment, proximity, readability, and coherence. In addition, we
develop a set of post-editing interactions for users to re-design the
automatically-generated videos.
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Figure 1: SmartShots pipeline. User interactions are incorporated tomake iterative editings of automatically-generated videos.

2 SMARTSHOTS
This section presents SmartShots, an automatic system that facili-
tates the easy creation of VDE. We implement SmartShots using a
client-server architecture which comprises a backend that runs a
computational model to generate videos and a web interface that
allows users to edit the output videos.

2.1 System Pipeline
We first introduce the video generation pipeline of SmartShots. The
inputs of our system include data tables, video clips, images, and
non-verbal music, which are processed in the following stages (see
Fig. 1): 1) Preprocess (Fig. 1a): Users associate data tables with the
input images or video clips, after that we translate them into data
shots that refer to video pieces with data visualizations embedded.
Two intelligent modules are employed here to extract the music
rhythm and obtain the semantic information of the data shots. 2)
Optimize (Fig. 1b): We develop an optimization module that rec-
ommends suitable visualization types, produces appealing layouts,
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Figure 2: SmartShots interface. Pop-up panels (f-h) for visu-
alization choosing, animation setting and video exporting.

obtains harmonic styles, and determines suitable duration for the
data shots. 3) Render (Fig. 1c): We employ a crop-and-resize scheme
to normalize the sizes of data shots and then apply motion effects
and render visualizations to these shots. 4) Encode (Fig. 1d): We out-
put VDE by assembling data shots, composing music, and encoding
the video stream according to the users’ interactions.

2.2 User Interface
The web interface is built in TypeScript [4] and React [1]. The mate-
rial interface enables users to upload data tables (Fig. 2a) and other
multi-media materials (Fig. 2b). It comprises visualization (Fig. 2f)
and animation (Fig. 2g) panels for users to configure output videos.
To support the easy construction of stories, SmartShots enables
users to drag and drop any entity from the material interface to the
timeline (Fig. 2e). For example, users can pick an alternative visu-
alization, with which they can replace the automatically-chosen
visualization according to their preference. SmartShots employs
different labels to distinguish the selected entities. The shots sur-
rounded by colorful labels are sequentially presented in the middle
of the timeline (Fig. 2e): the blue labels indicate motion types, the red
labels indicate data tables and their associated visualizations, and
the green label indicates the input music. SmartShots also enables
users to preview (Fig. 2d) and export videos (Fig. 2c and Fig. 2h).

3 CONCLUSION
In this work, we develop SmartShots that facilitates the automatic
generation of videos with data visualizations embedded (VDE).
VDE extends the form of data videos from motion graphics to
videos that combine real scenes and embedded data visualizations.
SmartShots can make this new form of videos more accessible
and serve numerous amateur users, which effectively reflects the
concept of visualization for mass. Our work takes the initial step
toward an easy creation of VDE, which is full of opportunities with
the explosive development of video marketing.
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